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(To Be Transcribed by You)
In mammals, sweet taste is mediated largely by a single receptor. New work
shows that polymorphisms in the promoter region of one subunit contribute to
variation in sweet perception in the human population.Joel D. Mainland
and Hiroaki Matsunami
Sweet taste perception is the source of
both great pleasure and terrible public
health problems: triple chocolate
blackout cake and tooth decay; Meyer
lemon ice cream profiteroles and
obesity; passion fruit pavlova with
lemon verbena cream and diabetes.
Humans were experimenting with
methods for altering our sweet taste
perception long before we knew the
identity of the sweet receptor, whether
we were chewing on miracle fruit to
make sour foods taste sweet or
drinking gymnema sylvestre tea to
make sugar taste like sand [1]. Earlier
this decade, several groups [2–8]
showed that in mammals, sweet taste
is mediated largely by a single
receptor composed of the two
subunits TAS1R2 and TAS1R3
(Figure 1A). Understanding how
this receptor responds to sugars may
lead to the development of new
sweeteners and inhibitors that
would be useful to both the food
industry and medicine. In this issue
of Current Biology, Fushan et al. [9]
examine how polymorphisms in
this receptor, the point of
convergence for both dessert and
disease, alter our perception of
sucrose.We have known for some time that the
taste world of one individual is different
from that of another — humans’
sensitivity to sweet and bitter
compounds can show dramatic
variation — but the basis for this
variability has been elusive. As
information from the human genome
became available, the field of
chemoreception found a number of
cases where receptor genes show
polymorphisms among individuals.
In some cases, researchers showed
that these variations in the primary
receptor alter perception of the sensory
world. For example, previous work
on bitter receptors in vitro showed
that three one-letter changes in the
hTAS2R38 receptor lead to much higher
sensitivity to certain bitter compounds
known as glucosinolates [10].
Consequently, humans with this variant
receptor are more sensitive to
glucosinolates [11,12]. While humans
have over 20 receptors for bitter tastes,
they have only one for sweet taste,
making it an attractive place to look for
genetic changes that lead to variation in
sweet perception. Indeed, variations in
the sweet receptor across species have
already been shown to have effects on
sweet perception — domestic house
cats have a defect in the TAS1R2 gene
and are therefore indifferent to the taste
of sucrose [13].Fushan et al. [9] measured the ability
of 144 individuals to detect various
concentrations of sugar solutions and
searched for polymorphisms in the
TAS1R2 and TAS1R3 genes in these
individuals that correlate with
perception. They found several
variations that change amino-acid
sequences in both the TAS1R2 and
TAS1R3 subunits of the receptor.
Surprisingly, however, variations in the
two subunits did not correlate with a
Figure 1. Sweet receptor polymorphism.
(A) The mammalian sweet receptor is made
up of two subunits, TAS1R2 and TAS1R3.
(B) Two one-letter changes in the promoter
region, from C-C to T-T, reduce transcription
of the TAS1R3 subunit. Humans with the T-T
allele have a reduced taste sensitivity to
sucrose relative to humans with the C-C
allele. Figures drawn by Senmiao Zhan.
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The authors confirmed in vitro that,
despite all of these variations, the
function of these receptors, namely
activation by sweet compounds, was
largely unaffected. What, then, was
causing some people to be more
sensitive to sweet compounds? The
answer was not in the receptor
sequence, but in an upstream flanking
region of DNA. People with two
one-letter changes in the promoter
sequence of the TAS1R3 gene have
a decreased sensitivity to sucrose
(Figure 1B).
The promoter sequence interacts
with transcription factors to regulate
the amount of receptor transcripts.
Fushan et al. [9] verified in vitro that
the promoter variant resulting in lower
amounts of the TAS1R3 transcript
correlated with reduced sensitivity to
sucrose. This strengthened the case
that polymorphisms in the promoter
region cause changes in sweet taste
perception. Some caution is warranted
here, however, as in vitro studies of
taste receptors are not carried out in
taste cells, as there are no available
taste-cell derived cell lines available.
Instead, the in vitro work is performed
in cells derived from the bile duct,
which endogenously express TAS1R3.
It is possible that the proteins
interacting with this promoter region
could be quite different in taste cells,
thus causing different effects in
mediating TAS1R3 transcript levels.
An evolutionary analysis indicated
that the variations are not just the result
of neutral genetic drift, suggesting
they may have a role in the receptor’s
function [14]. What might be the
selective advantage of a change in
sweet perception? Here, the ethnic
variation may hold some clue. The
T alleles, associated with a decreasedsensitivity to sucrose, are most
common in sub-Saharan Africa, while
the C allele is the major variant in all
geographic regions except Africa.
Fushan et al. [9] hypothesize that
in tropical climates, where sugar
sources are plentiful, the ability to
taste a small amount of sugar was
less important than in cold climates,
where sugar sources are scarce.
Interestingly, the subunit affected
by this promoter variation, TAS1R3,
plays a dual role, partnering with a third
subunit to form the umami receptor
(umami translates from Japanese as
‘delicious’ but in this context is perhaps
closer to ‘savory’). TAS1R2, in contrast,
is believed to only form a sweet
receptor complex. This raises the
possibility that the same changes
that affect sweet taste may also
affect the perception of umami-tasting
amino acids such as monosodium
glutamate.
This new evidence that sweet taste
perception may be under partial
genetic control [9] is exciting because it
may allow for more personalized health
interventions. Those interventions in
turn will hopefully ensure that you
spend less time in the dentist’s chair
and more time enjoying your brandied
cherry truffle torte.
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